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Kuznetsova I.V., Staennyi T.T. THE METAPHOR AND METONYMY AS FACTORS OF FORMING AND 
DEVELOPING OF ENGLISH MILITARY TERMINOLOGY HAVE BEEN RESEARCHED IN THE ARTICLE. / 
Zaporizhzhia National Technical University, Ukraine  

The fields of the vocabulary as the origins of metaphorization and metonymization, types of the metaphor, metonymic 
military terms, the directions of semantic transformations have been considered. 
factors of creation and development of English military terminology cause the emergence of new military terms and new 
meanings of existing terms. 

Key words: metaphor, metonymy, a military term, British military terminology, common vocabulary, extra  meaning.  
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  to serve, to do one s duty 

  c to lay siege (to); besiege  to let go, to set free    hold (d) against 
enemy attacks; make a stand (for)  passage, (day's) march  ) 
contingencies of the present war which agitates every corner of Europe, there is no knowing where you may be 
called upon to serve        ,  

,    .; 2) exposed    
offensive  active    fierce fighting   protracted fighting   

power  survivability   ) Deadly enemy fire on an exposed beach where total fire 
control favored the defender and we were not given any direct fire support from the Navy or tanks.  

,      -   
   . 3) roll  door   air cushion transporter   

battle mirror     , 
blanket  cap    clip  , hairbrush grenade  

: He had crashed and burned, again with thousands watching, in 1922, while stunt flying: roll, S-turn, 
vertical climb at the Midland County Fair.            

,         
  4) handgun  , mortar shell   booby- -  ) 

dish-radar ; ) He tried to reassemble what had happened, and finally identified it as either an 
errant mortar shell or grenades.    , -   

    ; 5) chopper (a helicopter) 
, magic carpet  - caterpillar steel track   

People thought the IRA had blown the chopper out of the skies.      
.); 6) (turret   homing system  c

hut   avenue of approach  bore  cockpit  t : But 
when mounting armour only onto critical aircraft assemblies (such as engines, fuel tanks, cockpit, and electronics 
units), the most part of aircraft will remain still vulnerable for a missile.        

     (  , ,    ), 
       ); 7) shoe   , cuff  

muff   ammunition belt\security belt,    gun  
belt  tag  waist belt   :  The upper 

part of the cuff of the cartridge includes a ring rib for holding the upper sheet.      
    ); 8) crest  

connecting link  streamer  pin   The upper part of the cuff of the cartridge 
includes a ring rib for holding the upper sheet.  

 an     
 g   We had to do it or be reduced to 

sea water and broken doses of feed blocks and slumber.  
); 10) officer   
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madmen     makeup  
the officer, but they landed very near him, hitting one of the tyres of the vehicle.  

 11) 
arm  , head   tooth   knee   , kneed  

finger  cheek   Throw down your arms, and we will spare you.  
 (dogfight (a battle between 

aircraft)    
, foxhole  frogman 

 hull  muzzle  Upon customer s request the fighters can be 
equipped with the modified "all aspect" vectored thrust RD-33MK engine ensuring the aircraft superiority in a 
maneuvering dogfight.  

-
 13) cabbage   gooseberry  

willow fracture  caltrops  
stem  feature  

 abbages to 'em to keep 'em from 
mutiny, so we wouldn't have to shoot the whole bunch.  

(www.wordspy.com). 

-
. 

- -  
choke-

- -

 cloverleaf (n) ;. big 
friend (n)  ; dark biology (n)  . 

 

  8
-

 
- one-striper  

     

commando  -
-   

bar  oat  coat  When the young Blue 
coat who now commanded the frigate descended from the quarter-deck in compliance with the of ten-repeated 
summons, he found the vessel restored to the same neatness as if nothing had occurred to disturb its order.  

  (wordspy.com)
- -

 
2) -

-
- flash bang- 

    
    -

making sure he got to the shooting at the right time.  
(wordspy.com).. 

-

Hiroshima  

http://www.wordspy.com)
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  - -
, Fort Knox  -

 
-  A Molotov 

cocktail is a breakable glass bottle containing a flammable substance such as gasoline/petrol or a napalm-like 
mixture, with some motor oil added, and usually a source of ignition such as a burning cloth wick held in place by 
the bottle's stopper.- 

(wordspy.com).. 
 

boot   ,  hard hat   ,  yellow legs   , black 
hats   , scope head  

   ;"Was he a hard hat  
indeed?-   (wordspy.com). 
  five nine  ,  seventy-five   microwaves  
 ; "Suppose we wanted to run microwaves  from the computer.  

(wordspy.com).. 
 decks  ,  head   ,  nose   

, wing   voice    On 25 April, militia looted a Kenyan-registered wing in 
Baidoa.- (wordspy.com). 
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1.     250  

2.    : 
 366  

3.  : .    : 
1990.   3 15.  

4.   :  152  

5. 
 1977.   84. 

6. .   :  
215  

7.  : . .   : 
 :  384  

  


